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Pokecard discord bot

To play just write p +help. It opens up a help dialouge box showing all the vital information and the commands required to play the bot! We've added over 800 pokemons including all the global version pokemons, new region pokemons, shiny and everything will be added on the road! You can check your pokemon via p+ pokemon command. Your selected pokemon will
automatically level up while you chat anywhere, you can fight even to get more XP and credits that will be used for different items. You can also compete with gym leaders for brands that will appear in the p+ profile command Trading system, you can trade your pokemons with your friends, or you can even sell/buy them from others. With the custom integration and new commands
added every day, bot powers to nearly 7000 users and is constantly growing! Travel through the pokémon world, trade friends, catch pokémons and fight your friends to see who's the best! Trading Card Market A server for trading Trading Cards of all kinds, whether it's Magic, Pokemon, YuGiOh, or anything else, you can trade it here. Add a description, image, and links to the
pokecord-hack topic page so developers can more easily learn about it. Curate this topic To associate your repository with the pokecord-hack topic, visit your repos landing page and select manage topics. Learn more You can't perform this action at this time. You signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to update your session. You logged out in another tab or window.
Reload to update your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking cookie preferences at the bottom of the page. For
more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use important cookies to perform important website functions, such as the internet. Read more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can make them better, e.g. Learn more If you want to sneak in some Pokémon time without breaking out a handheld device or phone, there's a
Discord bot for that. PokéWorld offers a stripped-down version of the classic catch 'em all RPG, a text-only version that can be enjoyed at your own free time. To play, Discord users can either log on to the pokéWorld server, or invite the bot to their own server. It plays like a simplified, word-based version of the games. Users input text commands, which bot dutiful communicates
often, to explore the game's world, fight, and of course catch pokémon. A California-based programmer who goes by Bioblaze Payne created the bot; they started the project at the end of July and had a prototype with all 151 original pokémon in less than 24 hours. It was proof of concept, Bioblaze told The Verge by email. The next day, about 60 people played. From there,
Bioblaze says it was a week or so to upgrade the bot from a proof-of-concept to a real alpha. Currently on Discord, the concept of a game is more or less something with a random number generator, or randomly draw from a list, Bioblaze says. Some do store statistics, and information. But none of them are really what you would call a Fully Functional Game. PokéWorld is a game
in the old-fashioned sense, one based on your own imagination and input more than visual. But it's an engaging project, and it makes it easy to pass the time via Discord while browsing the web or working from an office. Currently, it supports seven regions from the series, and Bioblaze says it has attracted the attention of more than 22,000 players. Bioblaze says they will continue
to improve the game, including renewing command structures and focusing more on an MMO aspect. The IRC seems to have died out. Ventrillo, Teamspeak, Skype, Slack, Raidcall all don't seem to have any real focus for players anymore, Bioblaze says. Since Discord is more or less made for players, and the servers are aplenty, it felt like Discord is the new IRC. I wanted to
bring part of my childhood, of my history, back into the world, and rekindle the feeling I had back at IRC, with everyone I knew. 2591 ONLINE 122055 Servers To all OG members of the community, the first hundred or so, you have come a long way seeing the bot coming from nothing to something huge. We've released features slowly and mysteriously but now it's time to show
them all. As some of you may have noticed, we have tested trades and battles here and there, but now they are completely released! In future updates, we're looking to make it more realistic, and include features right out of Pokémon like z moves and more. Anyways, let's stop with the small talk getting into the beef of this new INSANE update. New features Battles Ahhh, the
long-awaited battles ... p.duel &lt;player&gt;- Send a duel request. p!accept duel - Accept a &lt;player&gt;duel request. p!use &lt;number&gt;- Use a move during combat. Trade Who will get to the top? p.trade &lt;player&gt;- Send a trade request. p!accept trade - Accept a &lt;player&gt;trade request. p!add c &lt;number&gt;- Add credits to a trade. p!add p - Add a Pokémon to a
&lt;number&gt;trade. p!confirm - Confirm the end of trading. Pokémon Spawns Guess who can play in multiple channels? p!spawn &lt;#channel&gt;- Turn off / Disable spawning in a channel Upcoming features Duels Updates - What's next? With our addition to duels, you may notice that not all features are fully implemented. With a limited amount of moves for duels, we need to
fully flesh out our list. Egg moves come with breeding. Totally not Shop - Does this mean megas? Along with this, we hope to release the store very soon. Object, and more useful&lt;/#channel&gt; &lt;/number&gt; &lt;/number&gt; &lt;/player&gt; &lt;/player&gt; &lt;/number&gt; &lt;/player&gt; &lt;/player&gt; &lt;/player&gt; grinding XP and in PvP will of course come out with this
update. Market - Has anyone seen this coming? I know we haven't talked about the market much, but it's because of all the ideas we've got on the store, duels, trading, and more. Tournaments - I don't think anyone saw this coming either... Guess what? Tournaments, yes, tournaments. You will be able to fight each other in something like gym battles. This will be highly
customizable to what Pokémon you want to use and who you play with. Website Panel - Access everything from one place! The web panel will help server owners configure everything to do with their pokemon server in seconds. It will also show server statistics such as how many pokemon have been caught on a daily basis and much more! How did we get here so fast? And all in
time at like 6 weeks! 700K+ Users 12800+ Servers 9700+ Voices 8 Server Increases 8 Staff Members 1,500+ Discord Members ~ Thank you to all of us Our mission: With a strong and supportive community and team, we hope to bring you the best Pokémon bot on Discord. Getting started: Start your game How can I start my adventure? Use the command p!start to start your
adventure! Use p!pick to select a starting partner. Catch Pokémon Wait, so how do I continue my adventure? Well, here is now. Use p!catch &lt;pokemon name=&gt;to fill in your Pokedex! Must catch em 'everyone! How to see your Pokémon Wait a second, how good is my Pokémon? With these commands, you can explore your Pokémon's stats and more. Use the p!pokemon
command to view all your Pokémon. Remember, to see a specific Pokémon in additional detail, use p!select &lt;pokemon number=&gt;to select a Pokémon. To view it, use p!info. If you do not want to change your Pokémon, perform a quick info by using the command p!info &lt;pokemon number=&gt;. Use the p!dex command for &lt;pokemon name= or= number=&gt;to display the
basic information about your Pokémon. Trading So now you want to trade to Pokémon you have always wanted. We've covered you. Use the p!trade command @user to start a trade with a user. Use the p! &lt;accept or= deny=&gt;trade @user to accept or deny a user. Use the p!add p command for &lt;pokemon number=&gt;to add a Pokémon to your offer. Use the p!add c
&lt;credit amount=&gt; command to add credits to your offer. Remember, if you want to see what the current offer is, use the p!status command. If you want to cancel a trade, just use the p!cancel command. Use the command p!confirm to confirm your offer and poof! You now have the ever so desired Pokémon. (Or credits for that matter) Duels with other Trainers So now that
you've collected some decent Pokémon, you want to fight to glory! (Right?) Use the p!duel command @user initiate a duel with a user. Use the p! &lt;accept or= @user to accept or deny a user. Use the p!use command for &lt;1-4&gt;to use a move to fight with. Remember, you need some moves to fight! Use the p!moves command to show all the teachable moves your&lt;/1-4&gt;
&lt;/accept&gt; &lt;/credit&gt; &lt;/pokemon&gt; &lt;/accept&gt; &lt;/pokemon&gt; &lt;/pokemon&gt; &lt;/pokemon&gt; &lt;pokemon&gt; &lt;/pokemon&gt; can learn. Use p.learn to &lt;move slot=&gt; &lt;move number=&gt;learn a move. Levels affect what moves your Pokémon can learn. They will appear in your list of moves when you reach a certain level. Use the p!end command to
end a duel during a gap in the duel process. Please, don't use this command if your about losing. A fair fight is a fair fight. Extra Support and Community Wait a sec! I still don't get it. It's all right. Here are some places you can reach out to help. Use the # ╹help-desk channel on our support server, open a ticket, or visit for more ways to receive help. And that's it for now! If you
ever need a smaller, more compact list of commands and instructions on what to do, use our p!help command for easy access. More features are coming soon and this guide will update along with the updates. Have fun catching em'everyone! Website: Pokecord Website (In Development) Development)&lt;/move&gt; &lt;/move&gt;
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